ARTIST RUSH PASSES

ARTIST RUSH PASS PROCEDURE







An Artist with an Artist Rush Pass must wait in the Rush Line (for Artists and Volunteers) outside
the Venue, starting 45 minutes before the show starts. Then, 5 minutes before the show starts,
empty seats will be filled from the Rush Line on a first come first served basis.
An Artist Rush Pass is valid for one entry, only.
If an Artist can not display their Artist Rush Pass, they will NOT be able to enter the Theatre to
see the show. There are no circumstances in which an Artist without an Artist Rush Pass will be
allowed into the Theatre.
Artist Rush Passes do not allow an Artist to book tickets in advance.

ARTIST RUSH PASS VALIDITY





Artist Rush Passes are valid for any and all Mainstage, BYOV, or Site-Specific Shows.
Artist Rush Passes are NOT valid for special events, including: Fringe-For-All, Cabaret, Awards
Night, etc.
Artist Rush Passes ARE valid for Pick of The Fringe from September 19-23. Artist Rush Passes ARE
NOT valid for the Pick Plus Series.
Artist Rush Passes have a Fringe 2018 membership included. This membership is still valid if an
Artist decides to purchase a ticket.

ARTIST RUSH PASS MISCELLANIOUS








Passes are only intended for those Artists who are actively involved with the show at every
performance. Which artists get an Artist Rush Pass is determined by an Artist Rush Pass request
form provided to Artist Services prior to the Festival.
Lost Artist Rush passes will not be replaced, under any circumstances.
Artist Rush Passes are NON TRANSFERABLE – Lending or giving an Artist Rush Pass away is not
acceptable.
If an Artist is not going to use their Artist Rush Pass, it must be returned to the Info Centre.
An Artist may be asked to show ID at any time, by any Fringe Staff Member or Volunteer.
Artists have no reason to go into the Box Office. Box Office Staff will not be able to assist you in
any way.

